Plant self-incompatibility is controlled by different genes for the recognition reactions of pollen and stigmas, yet correct association of the two genes have been maintained in two Brassica species.
haplotypes, particularly in the regions outside the Slocus [7, 8] and the haplotypes have different gene arrangements (Figure 1 ). On the other hand, analyses of patterns of diversity in S-locus sequence data, particularly the observation that linkage disequilibrium between polymorphic sites decays with distance between the sites, suggest that some recombination occurs in the region of the S-locus [9-11].
It is now becoming possible to test the prediction that the pollen and stigma genes are maintained in particular co-adapted combinations, and that recombinant haplotypes are absent from populations. Plants with the same incompatibility type should have similar sequences at both the SP11 and SRK loci, while haplotypes from different incompatibility types should differ at both loci. Conversely, the presence of very similar SRK or SP11 sequences would imply the same specificity. This is true for fungal incompatibility types [12] , but because incompatibility testing is laborious in plants -especially in sporophytic self-incompatibility systems such as that in Brassica, with recessive alleles -sequence similarity is often simply assumed to imply functional identity.
SRK and SP11 sequences are available from several Brassicas, including B. oleracea (cabbages and kale) and B. rapa (or campestris, the turnip and rape). Some sequences are very similar in both species. SRK allele 7 of B. oleracea differs by only 5% of amino acids from B. rapa allele 46. Now their SP11 sequences have also been compared and, as predicted, they are also unusually similar (Figure 2 ). Testing incompatibility between species is difficult because, in addition to self-incompatibility, stigmas reject foreign species' pollen, but the specificities of these alleles were shown to be the same [6] . Thus, not only has this Sallele been preserved since before these species separated, but the two component genes, SRK and SP11, have maintained their association. Other alleles probably also pre-date the split of these species. Among the twenty two B. rapa SP11 alleles sequenced, four are highly similar to sequences from B. oleracea
There are no data from other genes whose divergence might suggest how long these species have been separated, but alleles with similar sequences must descend from a common ancestral allele, and differences between them probably arose since the species diverged. Despite their striking overall similarity, the B. oleracea allele 7 and B. rapa allele 46 haplotypes differ greatly in some regions, probably because of insertions in B. oleracea ( Figure 1B) . Even excluding rearranged regions, nucleotide divergence is about 2% to 9% in different regions, and amino acid site differences in the exons range from 4% to 8% [5, 6] It is remarkable that the dominance of different alleles is apparently the result of suppressed mRNA expression of recessive pollen alleles in the presence of dominant ones. This extraordinary feature can explain the old puzzle of how dominance can differ between the pollen and stigmatic incompatibility reactions in many self-incompatible plants. In Brassica, it may reflect the ancient origins of these two classes of Salleles, in which their entire haplotypes, including presumably the regions that control expression, differ between alleles, though such differences would never have been predicted. As so often in the history of selfincompatibility, a new result has led to more new interesting questions. It will be fascinating to discover the mechanism, and test whether systems with more than two levels of dominance behave in this manner. Between species
